Objective: According to the American Diabetes Association, the implementation of the standards of care for diabetes has been suboptimal in most clinical settings. Diabetes is a disease that had a total estimated cost of $174 billion in 2007 for an estimated diabetes-affected population of 17.5 million in the United States. With the advent of electronic medical records (EMR), tools to analyze data residing in the EMR for healthcare surveillance can help reduce the burdens experienced today. This study was primarily designed to evaluate the efficacy of employing clinical natural language processing to analyze discharge summaries for evidence indicating a presence of diabetes, as well as to assess diabetes protocol compliance and high risk factors.
In 2010, it was estimated that 18.8 million people in the United States live with the diagnosis of diabetes. 1 The total estimated cost of diabetes in 2007 was $174 billion, including $116 billion in excess medical expenditures and $58 billion in reduced national productivity. 2 The burden of diabetes is shared by all sectors of the society -higher insurance premiums paid by employees and employers; reduced earnings due to disease and loss of productivity; and most importantly, reduced overall quality of life for people with diabetes. Disease surveillance can be significantly overcome by the difficulty in identifying the target population. 3 Even though manual chart review remains the gold standard for the identification of individuals with diabetes, it can be supported by employing natural language processing (NLP) tools to reduce the burden of labor intensive manual processes. 4, 5 This preliminary screening can be accomplished by analyzing physician's notes, medication lists, problem lists, and discharge summaries by NLP tools, as patient records are being increasingly stored in digital format. 6, 7 In addition, it is also feasible to estimate adherence to quality of care protocols such as ABCS (ie, A1c-glycosylated hemoglobin, Blood pressure, Cholesterol, Smoking) indicators for comparative effectiveness and population health measurement purposes.
In diabetes mellitus, higher amounts of glycosylated hemoglobin indicate poor control of blood glucose in the past and have been associated with cardiovascular disease, nephropathy, and retinopathy. Monitoring the hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) in patients with type-1 diabetes improves treatment and could also provide potential benefit for the population level quality-of-care assessment.
According to the American Diabetes Association (ADA), the implementation of the standards of care for diabetes has been suboptimal in most clinical settings. A recent study maintains that only about 57.1% of adults with diagnosed diabetes achieved an A1c of <7%, only 45.5% had optimum blood pressure measurements, and about 46.5% had a total cholesterol <200 mg/dL. Most importantly, only 12.2% of people with diabetes achieved all treatment goals of ABCS. 8, 9 "A major contributor to suboptimal care is a delivery system that too often is fragmented, lacks clinical information capabilities, often duplicates services and is poorly designed for the delivery of chronic care." 10 While a simple solution to these problems is not readily available and beyond the scope of this study, having the patient data in digital format (whether structured or unstructured) provides an opportunity to screen medical records for mention of diabetes and diabetes-related medications. With the provision of richer data sources, it may also be possible to screen medical digital records for adherence to protocols related to quality of care such as ABCS. Electronic health records (EHRs) have the potential to (1) advance the quality of healthcare by providing timely access to medical information, (2) ensure that the patients receive guideline-protocol recommended care, and (3) offer decision support for clinical and administrative healthcare providers. Developing tools to analyze data residing in the EHR for healthcare surveillance can help reduce the burdens experienced today. This potential has not been realized, largely because the medical information is currently stored in an unstructured, free-text format and currently existing structured coding is often driven by financial imperatives.
Various NLP technologies have been applied to the clinical domain. 11 Table 1 lists related works and lists the distinctive characteristics of each work including: (1) disease domain applied, (2) data source that the classification was being performed against, (3) the classification approach employed (ie, statistical vs. rule-based), (4) if it supports ABCS protocol compliance detection, and (5) if it supports high risk factors detection. Some of these have used ConText 12, 13 and NegEx 14 to perform concept extraction of medical terminology and apply a set of medically relevant descriptive qualifiers, such as negation, to the task. These two regular expression-based concept extraction approaches have been applied as an initial processing step to various tasks including identifying the presence or absence of medical findings in support of clinical trials screening, 7 obesity screening, 15, 16 smoking status, 17 medication identification, 18 and pathology report analysis. 19 This work is an extension of the authors' approach 15 employed in the i2b2 Obesity Challenge and extends the methodology to a different dataset and to novel application domains described below.
Reviewing the related i2b2 Obesity Challenge approaches, of the top five teams in the textual judgment task in the 2008 i2b2 Obesity Challenge, all used rule-based approaches. At a high level, all of these approaches examined discharge summaries for the occurrence of clinical terms associated with each morbidity and tried to establish the context in which each term was mentioned. The context could be temporal (eg, "history of _"), an indicator of the experiencer (eg, the patient or a family member), or an indicator that the person did or did not have the relevant morbidity, or if it was questionable that the patient had the morbidity. Once the term mentions and their contexts had been identified, rules were applied to integrate the results and establish a judgment for each document. Some of the major differences in the approaches would be due to text pre-processing, content of the dictionaries, the variation in the algorithms to identify positive, negative, and uncertain term mentions, the approach to ranking or ignoring certain sections of the discharge summaries, and the rules applied to integrate the results and establish a judgment for each document
The focus of the current work is to build on our obesity challenge work described above and extend these methodologies to the new domains of compliance assessment and risk factor identification, in addition to the classification task required by the i2b2 task. This work seeks to facilitate prescreening through analysis of free-text discharge summaries by applying ConText to check for linguistic evidence indicating a presence of diabetes, ABCS protocol assessment, and high risk indicators. This work also explores the potential benefits of medication discourse to support the classification process.
The primary contributions of this work includes the novel application of clinical NLP to support ABCS protocol assessment and high risk detection, the development of concept dictionaries for ConText and heuristics diabetes classification rules to support the above classifiers in a limited data and resource environment.
Methods
We used a rule-based clinical NLP approach to classify discharge summaries to (1) Rule-based n/a n/a n/a, data not available
Classification Algorithms Diabetes Classifier
The diabetes classifier, given a discharge summary, utilizes discourse evidence, both direct utterances of diabetes and diabetes medication utterances to identify reports associated with diabetes. In this study, discharge summaries are classified into one of three possible "judgment categories" (also referred to as "indication classes") with respect to diabetes:
• Positive: positive indications of diabetes (eg, diabetes medication listed in discharge report; explicit statement of potential/existing diabetes condition) • Negative: negative indications of diabetes (eg, explicit statements supporting the absence of diabetes) • Unknown: indeterminate indications of diabetes (eg, no mention of diabetes or related medications supporting or refuting the presence of diabetes). Figure 1 illustrates the rules utilized to perform the classification. As shown in the diagram, explicit discourse by the physician indicating the presence or absence of diabetes takes precedence. Diabetes medication discourse can also be employed to affirm diabetes, but discourse mentioning nonuse of such medications cannot exclude diabetes (eg, noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus). The f status(d, type) notation in figure 1 is discussed later in this paper. Discharge summaries that are deemed "positive" can be further analyzed to assess adherence to the ABCS protocol, as well as identify potential high risk factors.
ABCS Protocol Compliance Classifier
The ABCS protocol compliance classifier analyzes discharge summaries with a positive mention of diabetes to further assess compliance to ABCS protocol as follows:
• Satisfied: assessment for the risk factor has been performed (eg, blood pressure was checked).
• Unsatisfied: no mention of test, examination or risk factors (eg, physician makes no mention of blood pressure). Figure 2 illustrates the rules utilized for three of the four ABCS protocol compliance assessment categories. The readers are referred to the i2b2 Smoking Competition 20 for smoking assessment. As demonstrated in the assessments, discourse evidence such as direct mentioning of the examination, abnormal indications, as well as measurements encountered in the discourse can be used to determine compliance.
High Risk Factors Classifier
In contrast to the compliance classifier described above, the high risk factor classifier looks at values and assertions to determine the presence or absence of a high risk factor such as LDL >110 mg/dL. High risk factor assessment categories, based on ABCS indicators, are classified into one of two classes:
• Indicated: high risk factor is present (eg, hypercholesterolemia).
• Not Indicated: high risk factor is not present (eg, no mention of abnormal cholesterol or LDL measurement exceeding normal range). Figure 3 illustrates the rules utilized for two of the four risk factor assessment categories. We used evidence from the clinical measurements mentioned in the text as well as clinical mention in the form of an assertion (eg, "Patient X has a history of hypertension"). In addition to the smoking risk factor, which is again deferred to the i2b2 Smoking Competition results, the A1c risk factor is deferred for future investigation, due to paucity of data used in this study. 
Classifier Framework
To perform each of the classification tasks described above, a clinical NLP framework using ConText was employed for each of the classifiers. As illustrated in figure 4 , the analysis performed on a discharge document is broken down into multiple stages of: (1) Concept Extraction, (2) Concept Summarization, (3) Measurement Extraction (used only for the ABCS classifiers), and (4) Classification. In the Concept Extraction stage, an unstructured free-text document is transformed into a set of concept instances (eg, "diabetes") that are encountered in the documents with various attributes associated with the concepts. The concept instances are summarized based on the collective extraction results to characterize the likely presence or absence of the concept (eg, has indications of diabetes). The resulting output from Concept Extraction is a structured representation of the discourse within the document. Additional measurement extraction is performed to support the ABCS protocol compliance and high risk factors classifiers through the extraction of relevant values, such as LDL and blood pressure measurements. Based on the structured document, a rulebased classification is performed, and the appropriate judgment class from above is assigned. The following subsections describe the details of each of these stages.
Concept Extraction
The initial step of classifying a discharge summary entails extracting "concepts of interest" at the utterance level from within the summary document. Employed in this initial step is ConText, a clinical NLP tool developed by Chapman et al 12, 13 that utilizes a regular expression approach to extract concepts of interest. ConText extracts concepts from a document such that each concept is associated with its experiencer (eg, patient, other), affirm/negate state (ie, has or does not have indications of a condition/concept), historical/ currency context, and the sentence from which the concept was found. Examples of these concepts include "diabetes," "glucose test," "hypercholesterolemia," and "hypertension." These concepts are included in one or more dictionaries that are employed by ConText.
For this study, we defined seven different dictionaries employed by ConText, as shown in table 2. The first five dictionaries were used to identify affirmed or negated concepts within a document for their respective concept classes. Only concepts associated with the patient as the experiencer were considered. Through the compilation of the affirmative and negative concept mentions, five sets of affirmative/negative counts for each document were derived. The remaining two dictionaries were employed to identify candidate sentences that showed indications of blood pressure or LDL measurements associated with the patient, consistent with ABCS protocol compliance and high risk factor assessments.
The customized dictionaries were developed by domain experts consisting of a medical informatician and two medical doctors, including the principal author. The creation of the terminology lists included a review of the discourse in the "development" data set portion of the i2b2 data set used in this study, and supplemented by the domain experts.
Given a sentence in a discharge summary and a concept of interest from a dictionary, ConText checks for the existence of the concept within the sentence. If the concept is found, ConText determines whether or not the utterance of the concept refers to the existence (ie, an affirmative mention) or absence (ie, a negated mention) of that concept. Also, ConText determines the experiencer to whom the concept refers, such as the patient or other (eg, family member). In this study, we were only interested in concepts that were however, the wide excursions of his blood sugar readings were consistent with possible dm. The resulting characterization from ConText would be:
where c is the concept utterance instance associated with the term "dm" encountered in the sentence.
Concept Summarization
After employing ConText to identify and characterize all utterances pertaining to the concepts of interest, a summarization step is employed to determine the status of the concept (ie, affirmed, For each of the concept classes in this study, all concept term utterances associated with the class are treated as corresponding to a singleton entity instance. For example, diabetes (as characterized in the "Diabetes-General" dictionary) is treated as a singleton entity that exists or does not exist (or is otherwise indeterminate) for a given patient. Although special cases, such as gestational diabetes, can, in fact, be treated as separate instances over time, for this study, such a distinction is not made. Similarly, for the scope of this study, an exam was either performed or not performed; whether an A1c exam was performed multiple times or performed just a single time is not differentiated in this study. Concept classes (eg, tumors) that can pertain to multiple-instance entities (eg, multiple physical findings of tumor mentioned within a patient image report), where each entity is uniquely identified, are not addressed. Such tracking of multiple entity instances would require more extensive NLP analysis utilizing techniques, such as coreference resolution, [21] [22] [23] [24] which is outside the scope of this work.
Measurement Extraction
For blood pressure assessment and cholesterol assessment, an aggregate approach is employed that incorporates both the concept extraction and summarization mechanisms described attributed directly to the patient. Thus, family history, although embedded within a discharge summary, was not used as a contributing factor towards assessing indications of diabetes for the patient. Using ConText, findings associated with the patient and others can be differentiated, reducing the chance of false inclusion or exclusion of a patient status based on non-patient findings.
Upon processing a discharge summary (d) with the concepts of interest from each of the dictionaries listed in table 2, a set of these structured representations of concept instances (c Îd) results. These concept instances (eg, utterance of "diabetes mellitus" [dm]) can then be employed for determining the existence or absence of the concept class (eg, "DiabetesGeneral") from the patient's discharge summary.
To better illustrate the utilization of ConText, consider the following example and the concept "diabetes": a patient's hemoglobin A1c levels actually came back within normal limits; however, the wide excursions of his blood sugar readings were consistent with possible dm. The resulting characterization from ConText would be:
• c.history = Recent where c is the concept utterance instance associated with the term "dm" encountered in the sentence.
Concept Summarization
After employing ConText to identify and characterize all utterances pertaining to the concepts of interest, a summarization step is employed to determine the status of the concept (ie, affirmed, negated, or indeterminate) within the discharge summary. Within a discharge report (d), all utterances pertaining to the same concept class (c.class) and associated with the patient are subsequently summarized 25 regular expression blood pressure extraction patterns. Both extraction techniques utilized regular expression patterns to identify the respective measurement values, which were then used as a part of the ABCS classification process.
Classification of Diabetes Indication
Once summarization for each of the concept classes has been performed, the discharge summary is classified into its judgment category by utilizing a heuristic set of rules focusing on the General Diabetes Discourse and Diabetes Medication concept dictionaries. The heuristics are based on the premise that a diabetes "positive" discharge summary would include discourse that explicitly states that the patient has diabetes, or may implicitly indicate having diabetes through medications associated with the patient that are known or highly likely to be utilized for diabetes management. The rule-set employed in this study for classifying reports of interest for diabetes is shown in figure 1, where: fstatus(d, gen) and fstatus(d, med) are the summarized concepts for general diabetes terminology and diabetes medications, respectively.
Classification of ABCS Protocol Compliance and High Risk Factors Assessment
A similar strategy used in determining diabetes indication can also be applied to assess ABCS protocol adherence for patients who have been classified as "positive" for diabetes. Utilizing the same concept extraction and summarization mechanisms employed in diabetes classification, information can be extracted from the report to determine ABCS adherence.
In the ABCS protocol compliance classifiers, simple concept extraction is employed to determine if A1c, blood pressure, or cholesterol was mentioned, with the only restriction that the concepts are associated with the patient as the experiencer. For the abnormal findings, both concept extraction and summarization were employed to determine the presence of the respective abnormalities: fstatus(d, hbp)=AFFIRMED and fstatus(d, hc)=AFFIRMED. Regular expressions were used to extract the blood pressure and LDL measurements from the discharge summaries, if present. For the high risk factor assessment classifier, the values of the measurements were examined to determine if they were outside the norm.
Because of the paucity of known diabetes discharge summary reports from the existing data set (ie, only 56 positive diabetes cases), only preliminary results of the ABCS protocol assessment analysis are presented in this work. In this study, only ABC (ie, HbA1c, Blood Pressure, and Cholesterol) are evaluated. Strategies for smoking assessment are referred to the i2b2 Smoking Competition. 20 
Data Set
To evaluate the technique for classifying discharge summaries with regards to diabetes, a de-identified set of free-text patient discharge summary reports from the first i2b2 Shared Task (i2b2 Smoking Challenge) 20 was utilized. The i2b2 data set consists of 889 de-identified discharge summaries. 26 The discharge summaries were tagged by the committee of domain experts, assessing whether or not a report indicated diabetes. The review process consisted of two reviewers independently classifying the reports for diabetes with the third reviewer being used when a disagreement was encountered. The manual tagging of the reports was used as the gold standard for the classification evaluation. For this study, the reports were divided into two sets: 445 reports were used as the development set, and 444 reports were used as the test set to evaluate the technique. In the test set, there were 56 positive reports and 5 negative reports, with the remaining 382 reports not having any indications supporting or refuting the existence of diabetes, as determined by the committee.
Classifier Evaluations
Three implementations of the diabetes classifier described above were employed in the evaluation of the efficacy of the presented methodology. Each variant employs the same concept extraction and concept summarization approach described above. However, each exercises a different variation of the classification algorithm illustrated in figure 1:
• Discourse Only: Utilizes only general diabetes discourse indicators in classification process; exercises only the "Diabetes Indicated?" decision point. No mention of diabetes results in an "Unknown Indication of Diabetes." • Medication Only: Utilizes only diabetes medication indicators in classification process; exercises only the "Diabetes Medication Indicated?" decision point.
• Combined: Incorporates both diabetes discourse and medication indicators; exercises complete algorithm.
Of the three implementations, the "Medication Only" classifier can only classify reports as "positive" or "unknown" for diabetes. The inability to classify to the "negative" judgment category is due to the fact that an absence or explicit non-use of a diabetes medication does not preclude the existence of the disease (eg, non-insulin-treated type 2 diabetes). The "Discourse Only" and "Combined" solutions can classify to all three judgment categories. The ABCS protocol compliance and high risk factor classifiers were also evaluated.
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate each of the classifier's ability to correctly classify a document, the F-measure metric was used, which combines precision (p) and recall (r) into a single value. Both microaveraged and macro-averaged F-measures were computed in this study. 27 The micro F-measure (F m ) is a global computation of F-measure across all category decisions, and is computed using the equations below:
Mishra, Son, and Arnzen do and macro-averaged F-measures were computed in this study. 27 The micro global computation of F-measure across all category decisions, and is com equations below:
where π and ρ represent the aggregate precision and recall values, respecti
The macro F-measure ( M F ) is an average of each category's local F-measu using the equations below:
where i π , i ρ and i F represent the precision, recall and F-measure values, r where p and r represent the aggregate precision and recall values, respectively.
The macro F-measure (F M ) is an average of each category's local F-measure, and is computed using the equations below:
where 
Results
The discharge summary classifier was developed based on a Java implementation of ConText.
Diabetes Classification Results
Based on the described methodology, two evaluations were performed, coinciding with the objectives targeted by this study: (1) determining indications of diabetes, and (2) examining the discriminating potential of the "Discourse Only," "Medication Only" and "Combined" approaches. The classifier was executed against the 444 discharge summary reports for indications of diabetes utilizing the presented methodology.
The initial evaluation was performed on the three variations of the diabetes indication classifier (ie, "Discourse Only," "Medication Only" and "Combined"). The resulting precision, recall, and F-measure results, as well as the aggregate F-measure results, for the three possible classification outcomes are shown in table 3.
A second analysis was performed where "negative" and "unknown" judgment categories are combined into a single category, to compare "Medication Only" to "Discourse Only" and "Combined," because "Medication Only" approach cannot definitively identify "negative" cases. Combining these judgment categories focuses the metric on high precision for positive cases, thus treating the remaining cases as "nonpositive." This statistical approach may be more appropriate for studies where falsely positive cases may more significantly bias a study than falsely negative cases. The results of the second analysis are shown in table 4.
ABCS Protocol Compliance and High Risk Factor Assessment Results
To obtain a preliminary assessment of detecting ABCS protocol compliance as well as risk assessment, two sets of analyses were performed using the above methodology. The ABCS protocol compliance classifier was executed against the 56 known diabetes discharge summary reports (as determined by our gold standard) for ABC compliance utilizing the methodology described above. The resulting precision, recall, and F-measure results, as well as the aggregate F-measure results, for the three possible classification outcomes are shown in table 5.
A further evaluation was performed to determine high risk factors, again using the presented methodology. Due to paucity of data, specifically the limited number of diabetesrelated discharge summaries with abnormal A1c measurements in our data set, only high blood pressure and high cholesterol were evaluated. The associated results are shown in table 6.
Discussion
Utilizing ConText for identifying diabetes "positive" discharge summaries shows promising results with macro and micro F-scores of 0.9500 and 0.9865 when employing a three-class classifier (ie, "positive," "negative" and "unknown" indication classes), and macro and micro F-scores of 0.9698 and 0.9865 when combining "negative" and "unknown", into a single category.
Both "Discourse Only" and "Combined" classifier results showed comparable F-score results with the "Combined" classifier having a slight improvement in F-score relative to "Discourse Only," as shown in table 3. The improvement shown in the "Combined" classifier stemmed from the incorporation of medication evidence, resulting in two additional correctly classified "positive" discharge summary reports, without incurring appreciable addition of misclassified reports.
In our error analysis of the "Medication Only" classifier, only one false positive was observed in the "positive" indication class. This false positive was caused by an observed diabetes medication (ie, insulin), which was being employed for treatment of hyperkalemia. Although rare, the false positive error points out the potential for a diabetes medication observation to be misleading without consideration of other details in the discourse, such as the discourse of "hyperkalemia," a condition in which insulin is used without the presence of diabetes. This high precision outcome resulted from the notion that reports including diabetes medications would have a high likelihood of indicating a patient's history of diabetes.
The F-scores for the "Medication Only" classifier were lower than either the "Discourse Only" and "Combined" classifiers. The absence of diabetes medication from the discharge summary does not strictly indicate an absence of diabetes as a disease condition, since hyperglycemia may also be managed by other interventions such as exercise and diet. Thus, medication evidence cannot be independently employed to classify discharge summaries for diabetes. However, combined with other discourse evidence, medication can supplement the classification process because of its high precision when diabetes medication discourse is encountered in a report.
Other contributors of misclassification that were encountered in the evaluation included an observation of diabetes discourse that was incorrectly associated to a patient, when actually it was in reference to a family member's condition. In this case, the report would be incorrectly identified as positively indicating diabetes, when no other evidence supports a positive classification. Another error stemmed from a verbose list of principal diagnoses in one of the documents that included a negation of an unrelated condition (eg, "without remission") along with the diagnosis of diabetes. Due to the structure of the discourse (eg, the list of diagnoses were uttered in a single sentence), the "without" negation was inadvertently associated with the both the "remission" and the "diabetes" utterances.
Although encumbered by limited data, ABCS protocol compliance and high risk factor classifiers show promising results using the concept extraction and summarization methodology with all but two F-measures above 0.9; the remaining two metrics were above 0.8.
One observation to note regarding the ABCS protocol compliance results is the apparent lack of A1c and cholesterol reporting for diabetes patients, in contrast to blood pressure reporting. Although this observation might suggest a lack of ABCS protocol compliance, it may also suggest that evaluating ABCS protocol compliance should be performed across multiple reports over a range of time, since A1c and cholesterol tests may not be ordered during a given encounter, if they had been performed during a prior, recent visit.
Conclusions
In this study, we have demonstrated that it is possible to extract and classify concepts directly tied to diabetes from medical text with high precision and recall to support not only diabetes detection, but also protocol compliance and risk factor assessments. Natural language processing using ConText in conjunction with heuristic rules can help us to process a great number of medical records for preliminary screening at minimal cost and potentially augment better quality-of-care by tagging medical records for concepts of interest; such relatively simple to implement rule-based approaches can perform well, especially in circumstances where training data is limited, a potential shortcoming for statistical approaches.
One challenge in the current design of this study is distinguishing between different types of diabetes, for example, the differentiation between diabetes mellitus type 2 and gestational diabetes. In free-text discourse, understanding the true meaning of the utterance "diabetes" requires word sense disambiguation. Beyond word sense disambiguation, disambiguation of the underlying motivation for an event is also a challenge requiring further exploration to identify ways of resolving such ambiguities, as well as understanding the prevalence of potential false-positive classification (eg, misclassifying insulin usage as an indication of diabetes) resulting from these ambiguous concepts.
Although effective against discharge summaries, the true value of disease screening can only be realized when we use NLP-based systems in conjunction with other sources of information such as procedure lists, problem lists, diagnosis codes, etc. Most of the factual and objective pieces of information can be derived from rule-based systems, but these systems lack the ability to be inferential, which is a hallmark of a domain expert's judgment. Hence, we recommend these tools be used as preliminary screening devices to assist the gold standard manual processes, such as chart reading performed by people with required expertise.
The preliminary screening of textual medical records, like discharge summaries and clinical reports, facilitates medical and epidemiological study by providing statistically relevant data for analysis. The findings observed and reported for elements of a disease concept are of key importance in control and prevention of such diseases. 28 Although rule-based solutions, such as this work, do not necessarily require extensive training sets (like statistical methods); testing against a larger, diverse corpus of data can elucidate unusual presentations of diabetes, ABCS protocol compliance attributes, and high-risk factor indicators that are not accurately handled by the current classifiers.
Future work includes testing against a broader set of data, as they become available. Future work should also explore employing this approach on higher fidelity (eg, physician's notes) and more voluminous data sets to better assess and refine the current methodology.
